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https://www.theguardian.com/music/2017/jun/02/radiohead-israel-boycott-
thom-yorke-responds 

Thom Yorke on Israel boycott pressure: 'I don't agree with 
the cultural ban at all'

The Radiohead singer told Rolling Stone that the pressure being put on the band to pull 
out of their Israel gig was ‘patronising in the extreme’ and ‘offensive’
Guardian music.  Last modified on Saturday 3 June 2017 14.30 AEST

Radiohead frontman Thom Yorke has responded to the pressure being put on the band to 
pull out of a scheduled gig in Israel because of a cultural boycott, by calling it “deeply 
disrespectful”.
Speaking with Rolling Stone, the singer said the cultural figures urging the band to pull out, 
which include Ken Loach and South African archbishop Desmond Tutu, are acting as if the 
band is “so retarded we can’t make these decisions ourselves”.
“There are people I admire like Ken Loach, who I would never dream of telling where to 
work or what to do or think,” said Yorke, after the director said the band should cancel the 
date in Tel Aviv on 19 July “for their own self respect”.
The 47 cultural figures published the open letter, which was organised by Artists For 
Palestine UK, in April and urged the band to reconsider performing in a country “where a 
system of apartheid has been imposed on the Palestinian people”. It also claimed the band 
was operating with double standards after they supported Tibet’s bid for independence.
“In asking you not to perform in Israel, Palestinians have appealed to you to take one small 
step to help pressure Israel to end its violation of basic rights and international law,” the 
letter read.
“The kind of dialogue that they want to engage in is one that’s black or white,” said Yorke. 
“I have a problem with that. It’s deeply distressing that they choose to, rather than engage 
with us personally, throw shit at us in public. It’s deeply disrespectful to assume that we’re 
either being misinformed or that we’re so retarded we can’t make these decisions 
ourselves. I thought it was patronizing in the extreme. It’s offensive.”
Yorke also addressed the fact that the band’s lead guitarist Jonny Greenwood is married to 
an Israeli artist, Sharona Katan, who is an Arab Jew.
“The person who knows most about these things is Jonny,” Yorke said. “He has both 
Palestinian and Israeli friends and a wife who’s an Arab Jew. All these people to stand 
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there at a distance throwing stuff at us, waving flags, saying, ‘You don’t know anything 
about it!’ Imagine how offensive that is for Jonny.”
The controversy comes after 7,000 people signed a petition asking electronic act the 
Chemical Brothers to comply with the boycott and not to play a gig in Tel Aviv.
Other figures who have faced pressure for traveling to Israel and not taking part in the 
cultural boycott, include author JK Rowling who signed a letter in 2015 that said “cultural 
boycotts singling out Israel are divisive and discriminatory, and will not further peace”.
Radiohead’s gig is due to go ahead at Tel Aviv’s Park Hayarkon on 19 July.

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/jun/01/trump-waives-law-requiring-us-to-
move-embassy-to-jerusalem

Trump waives law requiring US to move embassy to 
Jerusalem
US president’s move keeps embassy in Tel Aviv for now, despite campaign promise to 
move it to city Israel considers its capital
Peter BeaumontFirst published on Friday 2 June 2017 00.09 AEST

Donald Trump will not order the moving of the US embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to 
Jerusalem in the near future, despite strong lobbying in recent days by senior Israeli 
officials.
A senior US official disclosed that Trump – like all his presidential predecessors – has 
signed the six-monthly presidential waiver to the 1995 Jerusalem Embassy Act, reneging 
on a key campaign promise, citing his desire to maximise the chances of “negotiating a 
peace deal between Israel and the Palestinians”.
But the official insisted that Trump still intends to move the embassy. “It’s a question of 
when, not if,” a US official said, adding that the president “doesn’t think the timing is right, 
right now”.
“In timing such a move he will seek to maximize the chances of successfully negotiating a 
deal between Israel and the Palestinians.”
Trump’s move to renew the waiver came as he faced a Thursday deadline to renew or see 
the state department lose half its funding for its overseas facilities.
Presidents of both parties have renewed the waiver every six months for years.
“No one should consider this step to be in any way a retreat from the president’s strong 
support for Israel and for the United States-Israel alliance,” the White House said.
“President Trump made this decision to maximize the chances of successfully negotiating 
a deal between Israel and the Palestinians, fulfilling his solemn obligation to defend 
America’s national security interests.”
In a statement, the office of the Israeli prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, said that far 
from helping peace, the signing of the waiver would hamper it.
“Israel’s consistent position is that the American embassy, like the embassies of all 
countries with whom we have diplomatic relations, should be in Jerusalem, our eternal 
capital.
“Maintaining embassies outside the capital drives peace further away by helping keep 
alive the Palestinian fantasy that the Jewish people and the Jewish state have no 
connection to Jerusalem.”
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But the news was welcomed by Palestinian officials as an “important positive step” that 
illustrated that the US was serious about promoting peace.
The Palestinian ambassador to Washington, Hussam Zomlot, said the waiver “gives peace 
a chance”.
Zomlot said: “We are ready to start the consultation process with the US administration. 
We are serious and genuine about achieving a just and lasting peace.”
During his campaign last year, Trump repeatedly promised he would break with an 
international convention by moving the embassy to Jerusalem, as Israel had long 
demanded.
The move is regarded as controversial because it would be seen as overt recognition by 
the US of Israeli sovereignty over all of Jerusalem, the east of which was captured by 
Israel during the six-day war in 1967.
Palestinians claim the east of the city as a future capital in any negotiated two-state 
solution.
According to reports in the Israeli media, as the deadline for signing the waiver ticked 
down, Netanyahu intervened with the new US ambassador, David Friedman, earlier this 
week in an attempt to persuade Trump to stand by his campaign promise.

Friedman, a longtime Trump lawyer, has expressed his support in the past for the move to 
Jerusalem, despite warnings from the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, and other 
Arab leaders that it risked provoking violence.
Reacting to Trump’s signing of the waiver, the Israeli cabinet minister Yuval Steinitz said 
the move made no sense and represented “a surrender to unfair Arab and Muslim 
pressure”.
Steinitz, who is close to Netanyahu, told Israel’s Army Radio station: “I think the time has 
come to put an end to this farce. Everybody recognises Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. 
When Trump comes here, he goes to Jerusalem, not Tel Aviv.”
Israel’s far-right education minister, Naftali Bennett, was also critical.
“There is no peace based on the division of Jerusalem. Delaying the US embassy move 
will, in fact, have an opposite effect and damage the prospect of a lasting peace by 
nurturing false expectations among the Palestinians regarding the division of Jerusalem, 
which will never happen,” he said.
“Only recognising a united Jerusalem under Israeli sovereignty will end illusions and pave 
the way to a sustainable peace with our neighbours.”
Trump’s decision not to move the embassy for now was not, however, completely 
unexpected.
Although he had said he would move the embassy on his first day in office, since the 
inauguration all the indications from diplomats and officials have been that he was 
backsliding on the issue – allegedly because he does not want to muddy the waters in 
pursuit of a Middle East peace agreement that he has described as the “ultimate deal”.
Jordan and Saudia Arabia are among those who had warned Trump against the move.
Although the Trump administration has briefed behind the scenes that it is looking for ways 
to fulfil its commitment – and that the waiver is only temporary – it will be seen as a blow to 
the rightwing government of Netanyahu, not least coming days before the anniversary of 
the six-day war at the beginning of next week.

https://www.theguardian.com/film/2017/jun/01/disturbing-the-peace-review-israel-
palestine-conflict-documentary
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Disturbing the Peace review – sharp and hopeful study of 
Israel-Palestine conflict
Leslie FelperinThursday 1 June 2017 21.00 AEST

Understanding and empathy … Disturbing the Peace.
This carefully measured documentary splices together archive material, dramatic 
recreations and extensive talking-head interviews to unravel the stories of Palestinians and 
Israelis, speaking in English, Arabic and Hebrew, who ended up becoming combatants 
against one another in a conflict that has been playing out for generations. As you would 
expect, it’s a steady procession of stories about anger provoked by atrocities on both 
sides, battles fought, won and lost and growing despair over whether there will ever be 
away out of the cycle of violence.
Only around the halfway mark is it revealed that all the interviewees are part of a 
nonviolent organisation called Combatants for Peace. The group seeks to unite fighters 
from both sides to mount protests and express their joint commitment to a two-state 
solution. Inspired in part by South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission, the 
sharing of these personal narratives aims to create deeper understanding and empathy. 
Inspiring, hopeful stuff to be sure, told in the Errol Morris style, with its bricolage of images 
and voices, although there is still a palpable sense of just how big a challenge remains.

Letters: 

The criminal killings in Manchester occupied the ABC all day and night. Comments from 
"experts", one and all.
On any day, more than that number of deaths are caused by Saudi Arabia in Yemen, yes, 
children mainly; in Palestine, it could be any day of the week; and 10 times that number in 
Syria thanks to the Americans, Saudis, Israelis and yes, their little lapdog, Australia.
It does show the attitude variations in the media between Caucasian deaths caused by a 
single amateur terrorist in Manchester and deaths in Yemen, Palestine and Syria by highly 
organised professional terrorists, totally disregarding the United Nations with world 
hegemony their single aim.

Rex Williams, Ainslie, ACT
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http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/new-dawn-trump-is-not-the-little-
ray-of-sunshine-israel-needs/news-story/4b09f86b63bd8e77b9b869c2795144e1 

‘New dawn’ Trump is not the little ray of sunshine Israel 
needs
MARYANNE 12:00AM June 1, 2017

US President Donald Trump and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu shake hands 
in Jerusalem.

When Donald Trump left Israel after his whirlwind 28-hour tour last week, much of the 
country breathed a sigh of relief. Trump had not, as many had feared, issued 
unsubstantiated statements or further destabilised the brittle regional status quo. He didn’t 
even tweet. But for Israel’s leaders, simply avoiding disaster isn’t enough; they want the 
US President working for their interests.
Not long ago, that outcome seemed likely. During his campaign, Trump looked like a 
dream come true for Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s right-wing government.
He promised to move the US embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem “on day one”, and to 
withdraw from the nuclear agreement with Iran that had been spearheaded by his 
predecessor, Barack Obama.
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Moreover, when Obama, as one of his last acts as president, refused to veto a UN 
Security Council resolution condemning Israeli settlement construction in the West Bank, 
Trump railed against him. For Israel’s government, which had been embroiled in bitter 
controversies with the Obama administration for eight years, Trump appeared to represent, 
in Netanyahu’s own words, “a new dawn”.
So far, however, the sun hasn’t risen. The US embassy remains in Tel Aviv, though the 
administration says a move to Jerusalem is still under consideration. The nuclear 
agreement with Iran remains intact, and the other countries involved — including US allies 
— seem to want to keep it that way. During Netanyahu’s visit to Washington in February, 
Trump publicly urged him to “restrain” settlement construction in the West Bank.
Netanyahu has continued to laud Trump as the most Israel-friendly US president ever. But 
all of these disappointments are having an effect. Grumbles about Trump’s unpredictability 
punctuate unofficial conversations in government circles, with some of the government 
coalition’s more right-wing members having even accused Trump of betrayal.
For left-wing Israelis, quite the opposite has happened. Having detested Trump from the 
start, some have started to wonder whether his unique lack of loyalty to US diplomatic 
tradition might actually be a boon for peace. Perhaps Trump’s consummate ignorance will 
make him the Forrest Gump of the Middle East, somehow able to bring about what he has 
called “the ultimate deal” between Israelis and Palestinians.
In fact, Trump’s recent visit did little to indicate what Israel can expect from his 
administration. He did offer plenty of warm pro-Israel rhetoric, referencing the deep 
historical links between the Jewish people and the land of Israel. And, much to the 
pleasure of the Israeli right, he made no mention of a two-state solution.
Trump also visited the Wailing Wall in the Old City of Jerusalem, making him the first sitting 
US president to do so. And, at Yad Vashem, Israel’s Holocaust memorial, he delivered a 
moving speech about the murder of six million Jews by the Nazis, correcting his failure 
even to mention Jews in his statement on International Holocaust Remembrance Day in 
January.
Yet there were also some bitter pills. While praising the beauty of Jerusalem’s holy sites, 
Trump never referred to the city as the capital of Israel, much less reiterate his campaign 
promise to move the US embassy there. And, standing next to Netanyahu at a press 
conference, Trump declared that Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas really 
wants peace, which did not sit well with an Israeli government that insists Abbas is no 
partner for peace talks.
Ultimately, however, Trump’s trip to Israel contained little substance at all. (“Where’s the 
beef?” an Israeli newspaper asked.) That contrasts sharply with Trump’s previous stop, 
Saudi Arabia — a visit that was all business. Saudi Arabia clearly enchanted Trump. King 
Salman embraced Trump’s war against terrorism and anti-Iran rhetoric and expressed 
support for an Israeli-Palestinian peace. Nothing was said about human rights, much less 
women’s rights, and the word “democracy” never passed Trump’s lips.
Instead, he completed a deal to provide $US110 billion ($147bn) in advanced weaponry to 
Saudi Arabia, which in turn will invest heavily in the US economy. The agreement appears 
to have become the foundation of a wonderful new friendship between the world’s oldest 
democracy and its most repressive Islamic regime. For Trump, as for US president Calvin 
Coolidge, the chief business of the American people is business.
For Israel, this is more than a little concerning. Some of Netanyahu’s top cabinet ministers, 
including hawkish Defence Minister Avigdor Liberman and Yuval Steinitz, a member of the 
security cabinet, quickly expressed concern about the arms deal. Within Israel’s right wing, 
many worry that Trump is merely trying to appease Israel with rhetoric, and views Saudi 
Arabia as the mainstay of US interests in the region.
It is possible that Trump hopes Saudi Arabia’s support can help drive negotiations between 
Israelis and Palestinians. But given Trump’s failure to take a real stand on any of the core 
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areas of disagreement — including borders, refugees, and the status of Jerusalem — the 
idea that he is playing some well-thought-out long game on the Israel-Palestine conflict 
seems far-fetched.
The more likely scenario with Trump is more of the same: rhetoric that is by turns pleasing 
and contradictory, with no consideration of the confusion and uncertainty that could result 
— and no meaningful effort to narrow the gap between Israelis and Palestinians. In their 
disappointment with Trump, however, two bitterly divided camps — Israel’s right and left — 
may find common ground.

Shlomo Avineri is a professor of political science at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
and a former director-general of Israel’s Foreign Ministry.
Project Syndicate

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/media/digital/abc-forced-to-fight-antiisrael-trolls-
after-facebook-hijack/news-story/7b194a17d5fd937c064652338fdc80c5

ABC forced to fight anti-Israel trolls after Facebook hijack

Richard Ferguson12:00AM June 3, 2017

A screenshot example of the anti-Semitic posts that have appeared on ABC Facebook 
sites.
The ABC has had to dump anti-Semitic comments and ban trolls from its Facebook page 
after it left up anti-Israel conspiracy theories and Hitler memes for weeks.
Anti-Semitic comments were left on two posts on the ABC’s website for up to five weeks, 
despite its editorial policy demanding all comments be checked, outraging Jewish leaders.
Three of five anti-Israel posts reported to the broadcaster by The Weekend Australian have 
been removed and two Facebook users banned. The ABC said its moderators focus only 
on “current posts” and offensive comments on older posts must be reported to be taken 
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down. However, most of the comments that alarmed Jewish leaders appeared on the day, 
or the day after, the articles were posted.
“Anti-Semitic comments, or any derogatory comments, are not acceptable to the ABC,” a 
spokesman said.
Communications Minister Mitch Fifield said he was aware of the comments removed from 
the ABC News Facebook site. “Anti-Semitism has no place in Australia,” he said.
Australia/Israel and Jewish Affairs Council executive director Colin Rubenstein said the 
ABC had to do more policing: “The pattern emerging from this record strongly suggests the 
ABC needs to be more focused in acknowledging its responsibility.”
ABC News posted a story on May 20 about Australian-Israeli doctor Michael Harari who 
brings Syrian children into Israel for treatment, attracting more than 30 Facebook 
comments. The comment attracting most “likes” was by Facebook user Peter Howland, 
accusing Israel of backing Islamist terrorism.
A photoshopped picture of an Islamic State supporter donning a mask of Israeli Prime 
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, posted by “Greg McDonald”, was removed.
A post by “Mark Grealish” suggesting Israeli doctors were kidnapping and killing Syrian 
children for profit was also taken down. “Buy a liver in Israel for 10k and sell it for 100k 
plus in America. Disgusting ... Over 14,000 Syrian children kidnapped, most never seen 
again, but some bodies discovered missing many internal organs,” the Facebooker wrote.
An ABC News post on May 2 on Hamas’s stance towards Israel still has memes with anti-
Semitic overtones in its comments thread.
A picture from user Symon Phesalik shows a wounded child captioned: “How many more 
innocent Palestinian people are we going to let die under the Satanic Rothschild Israeli 
regime?”
Mr Phesalik told The Weekend Australian he was not anti-Semitic and was protesting only 
against the state of Israel. “Zionism has hijacked a religion of peace,” he said.
Commenter Dave Roberts posted a now-removed picture of Adolf Hitler with text saying: “I 
did Nazi that coming. Did Jew?”
ABC editorial policy states that all content supplied by the public must be moderated to 
prevent risk to the broadcaster.
Executive Council of Australian Jewry executive director Peter Wertheim said the ABC’s 
Facebook page had long attracted anti-Semites, despite it claiming to take tackling such 
comments seriously.
Council research officer Julie Nathan wrote in The Australian in 2014 about offensive 
Facebook comments after a Four Corners episode. “Several comments referred to Jews 
as a cancer and called for Hitler to return,” she wrote. Four Corners’ then executive pro-
ducer Sue Spencer said the comments were removed from its Facebook page soon after. 
However, the general ABC page had anti-Semitic posts for up to five weeks, said the 
council.
Anti-Defamation Commission chairman Dvir Abramovich said the ABC risked normalising 
anti-Semitism if it did not tackle trolls.
The four other Facebook users quoted did not reply to requests for comment in time for 
publication.
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“Why Palestine? Because it is a just cause, a noble ideal, a moral quest for equality and human 
rights” — Edward Saïd  
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